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expiry of its full term ;now fixed at five years instead of four}
have led to no change in the permanency of parliament or the
instability of ministries. \Vhen the first Assembly was dissolved
in June 1951, it was only a few months short of its full term,
and yet it had already overturned nine ministries in five years,
and produced several other still-born ministries. The Economic
CounciL with wide advisory and consultative capacities, and
the Assembly of the French Union, devised to give expression
to colonial interests and opinions, have both functioned
reasonably well.1 But their influence has been important only
when they were directly consulted by the National Assembly,
and their advice has not always been heeded in actual legisla-
tion or in the conduct of policy. The High Council of the
French Union, like the High Court of Justice, had not by 1951
been called on to act at all.2 The Constitutional Committee,
set up by Article 91, acted only once, in 1948, and then on a
minor and non-controversial issue. It cannot be said, there-
for, that the novelties of the constitution have proved of major
significance. Indeed, the main proposals for constitutional
revision which lay before the first Assembly when it dissolved
in 1951 were to a surprising extent concerned with revising
these novelties: especially the over-complex arrangements for
dissolution (Articles 49-51} and for the investiture of a new
Prime Minister (Article 45).3
The document in which the constitution is laid down is
silent on many points, and these gaps in the constitution have
normally been filled by simple reversion to the customary
arrangements and accepted habits of thought prevalent under
the Third Republic. The place and the rules of procedure for
the election of the President of the Republic, and the conduct
of negotiations with various likely candidates when the
1	See Articles 25, 60-82.
2	See Articles, 65, 83-4.
3	For discussion of these arrangementSj see J. Thery: Le Gouvernement
de la We Republique (1949); O. R. Taylor:  The Fourth Republic of
France:  Constitution and Political Parties  (1951);  and  the excellent
examination of the whole parliamentary system  of government
by D. W. S. Lidderdale: The Parliament of France (1951).

